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Romeo and Juliet
lesson plan ideas
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Romeo and Juliet: lessons
Brainstorm overarching themes for your students.

Overall Themes

Anticipation Set

Possible Activities

Examples from Play

Summative Ideas
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Romeo and Juliet: lessons
Brainstorm overarching themes for your students.

Overall Themes

Fighting leads to pain.
Keeping secrets leads to other problems.
Adults let teenagers down and interfere.

Anticipation Set

How can I include these themes to prep
students? Class brainstorm? Graphic organizer?

Possible Activities
Infographics
Journal writing
Task cards

Examples from Play

Friar Lawerence: interferes with the marriage
The original cause of the feud is unknown.
The Nurse should not have helped Juliet.

Summative Ideas

Students must provide support from the play: speech? “book talk”?
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